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It was late August, 1962, when I first saw Albert Parker. After all this time I still remember the year 

quite distinctly. It was my second teenage summer and, like discovering I had a sexual identity, it was a 

part of life’s first great transition. I had been waiting months for something special to happen, something 

magical. Something like having Marilyn Monroe show up on my doorstep. 

In my dreams she would be wearing that flouncy white dress she wore over the subway grate in The 

Seven-Year Itch. She would lean close and ask me, in one of her breathless whispers, to take her. At the 

time I wasn’t even sure what that meant. 

Hell, it didn’t matter. Just having her show up would have been enough, as long as the gang saw her. 

Of course, Marilyn never came to 752 Reichold Street in Brickdale. 

Albert did. 

The day started as a humid, hurt-your-lungs-on-a-deep-breath morning. A blistering sun was rising 

over the railroad-switching yard at the far end of the street. Its red-orange glare filtered through 

exhausted-looking trees, while sinuous heat ribbons shimmered over motionless freight cars, their rusty 

shapes defined like so many slumbering beasts. 

I was already sitting on the curb under a big oak tree, trying to find relief in occasional humid puffs of 

air. A battered gray panel truck pulled up across the street, and signaled its stop with a tortuous squeal. An 

angular middle-aged man slowly unwound from the driver’s seat. Garish sunlight lit the edges of his hair. 

It made halos of his tight, graying curls and gleamed brightly from the center of his balding crown. 

Standing there in the street, he put his hands firmly on his hips and stared past the collection of 

mismatched dents and rust on his beat-up Chevy. He didn’t acknowledge my presence. He merely 

perched his sunglasses on top of his head and methodically chewed a toothpick as he stared at the sole 

object of his attention: the old white clapboard house across the street. 

I smiled and thought: Hello, Toothpick Man. 

He was looking at the old Cantwell Place. It was funny how no one back then thought of that old 

house as anything else. Cecil Cantwell, the only son of one of Brickdale’s founders, had built it. He had 

lived in it with his wife for more than seventy years. The house was there even before the railroad tracks 

were laid. 

Meet you by Cantwell’s. Everyone in Brickdale, and in several other communities around it, knew that 

meant the east end of Reichold Street. People used it as a landmark. 

Cecil had died the previous fall, about the time leaves started to turn. The maple in front of Mrs. 

Murphy’s house was a beautiful golden color the day I heard about his passing. I never knew exactly why 

he died. He was ninety-seven and I presumed he just wore out. His wife, a frail old stick, followed him a 

few days before Christmas. The house had been empty since then. Someone came by and mowed the 

lawn each week, but no one tended the flowers, pulled weeds, or repainted the shutters from the old can of 

Leaf Green #502 on the shelf in the garage. Then the Toothpick Man showed up. 

 


